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INTRODUCTION
In day to day competition life it is very essential to become our
stable position by the theory of politics. Not only in sales and
marketing business which uses politics principles, but also our
career growth along with position any stream helpful us to use
politics. Simply in advertising a leading successive person uses
for product poster then everyone will purchase that product
none of it’s by seeing its quality. The word politics is nothing but
war of things. Suppose if microlevel science atomic combination
of hydrogen and oxygen yields rain formation by politics as
politician power that makes by profession king. Again cold war
also part of politics suppose a king don’t want to do war or not
to participate in war directly then cold war silent war continues.
Some political parties vision and mission is based on principle
against corruption and other some parties against rape. So ruling
is based on their promises. If you want a person use his friends
for his activities and if you don’t want that person then use his
enemies for his activities. there is no loss in politics. If a person
has politically strong then he can retain his position up to long
time period.

DESCRIPTION
War of things is called politics, suppose in a house mirror and
scissor is placed then an accident may appear probably. If screw
driver and spanner put on table then customers in service show
room arriving chances is more [1]. These are all based on
planetic energy role because war goes directly elemental things
planet. For example in water oil does not mix, by scientifically
density difference it cant solube, in astrology point of view moon
as in water enemy on saturn material as oil so there is no
friendship as combination. So a good politician must know
certain astrology, science as well as astronomy then only he wins
nations finally he will become a good successful king [2].

Cold war: suppose in any one nation king has not capable to do
war he will be in silent sitting ideal condition and not interest to

fight other nation king then cold war is happening behind the
king. From creation level seeding is done, thats nothing but
immigration to some other country. Peoples are not in one place
[3].

Good politician: always does his all efforts with his nations
farmers. The farmers are backbone of nation. Thus politician all
his projects with support to farmers [4].

It is essential to become our stable position by the theory of
politics. Not only in sales and marketing business which uses
politics principles, but also our career growth along with
position any stream helpful us to use politics. The word politics
is nothing but “war of things. Microlevel science atomic
combination of hydrogen and oxygen yields rain formation.

CONCLUSION
Some political parties vision and mission is based on principle
against corruption. Other some parties against rape. If you want
a person use his friends for his activities and if you don’t want
that person then use his enemies for his activities. If a person
has politically strong then he can retain his position up to long
time period. For attraction to some products, goods which
makes political means. By combination of some planetic
materials does some marriages also from kings energy. If a
person plays politics without being as politician then also he will
become successful in his activities.
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